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Ä^J APPROACHjT<MARD^' töiECRY OF NÖltaTUM3ED SYSTEMS WITH THREE CHANNELS 

' j • -FOR AUTOMATIC COMPENSATION OPACCELERATIONS DÜErTO GRAVITY T 

\rx>''7:'t|^iloiJing-::'isriä translation öf an jW^icle by V. A.- Bodner •;:.so-' 
^vj: ---aad-v.-p.' Seleznev in'the RusSiah*ianguäge?perioaical ;- .;!«.;; 
-.;v.».v. ^ ;fevestiya Altadeäii NaUkSSSR.^OTN, Enfergetifea 1 Avtomatifca v 
r {■ ':';;,°:^ Bulletin-öf the Academy'of Sciences USSR,; DepaartmeiytiOf * ; : 

. ::f 7 Technical Scienc^ Power Engineering-and Aütcöation)> Nb. 1, 
"•-S-->- ';'■■':M68cäw>vJöi^^iltei)rüa^':l^'i pages 76w85.1jic/ ^ä :/;<:.:lv .K 

y' :f; , ^'Controlled notion of ä body iß possible^in case the Coordinates' 
'    of Its'politien, ve^ 

r'cto a deteÄl^bdcbördihate systefr are knöwri. The continuoi^ determixia- 
. tipn of navigational elements is effected by navigational systeos which 
r^'c!an be based ^jh Hfee ■ usei of the properties of physical fields: (the gravi- 
v 'ta^iohäPfieid,magnetic ahoV eifectrie 'fields, etc, ;ör by bearings on 

ce1lestiälub6dies. - Nonpertdrbed systems;which are frequently .combined 
Mth:aätrbloMcal systems; occupy:v:& special place among these systems. 
An iQStröinertiai systen in vhdch the favorable properties of an astro- 

■;'■ iibnicaT system add a nohperturbed -system are1 combined is examined in 
1 '-"this•■ article [1].k* HoweverV the authör has1 not takenxinto account the 

peculiarities of nonperturbed systems with three channels of automatic 
' :c6mpihsationi arid has hot evaluated the errors of such systems. 

■ si;o,t .if:;;. ^^ ar^i.cie contains a discussion of certain problems of the 
r  .theory of hydroinertial systems operating in three-dimensional space 
A,l4nd san analysis öf methodical verrors.; .   :,;;'• ; x? -  "»:; 

1. Principles of ^the: Construction of nonnerturbed Systems.■ 
- >fcerr^ o» 
the basis ci* tne infestation of accelerations measured by three ac- 

. celerometers with mutually perpendicular axes. The accelerations are 
'^measured in respect "to an inertia! coordinate system which has been 

rselected in such a manner as to have no angular velocities relative 
-'to11 'Bteiiar'ispace aM'%hose:'oiilginean mövecunder-the: action of igravi- 

'. -. 4 tational forces. The accelerometers measure only the accelerations 
:*-r) caused by the action-of forces of drag and the thrust; of the engines, 

but not of gravitational forces.     "        i. 
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let us select a coordinate systen. The origin of the coordi- 
riiates tof the inertial systen can coincide with the center of inertia 

ü'•• of sany:celestial body which is noving in a gravitational field. In 
flight near the earth, an equatorial systen, two axes of which coin- 
cide with the plane of the equator and the third axis with the axis 

?.'};:öf.'rotation of the' earth,-'can'be utilized as. the inertialncpprdinate 
systen. The chief shortconing of such a systen is the change in the 
position of Its .taxes'!relative, to stellar space due to the rotation 
of the earth. 

For interplanetary flights it is convenient to nake use of an 
elliptical systen of coordinates. XQ, y0, z0 (Figure l) with its origin 
in the center of the sun. Two axes (XQ, y0) lie in the plane of the 
earth's orbit (ecliptic), and the third axis is perpendicular to this 
plane.: ' :.One Of .'the/axes; (XQ) can be directed toward -the/ first-nagni- 
tude star Spica^which is -located near the plane of the ecliptic. The 
position of the flying apparatus in such a coordinate,systen-is deter- 
ninedt by/rectangular: coordinates X, y, z. It is also possible to nake 
use "of a spherical coordinate systen with the sane origin, positions 
in which are determined/by the astrpnonical.latitude^ >."gaaöa;and"lohgiv 
tude lanbda with radius vector R. 1 ::;>'>. :lx, - The ecliptic „coordinate .«yaten,possesses great stability. Thus, 

•ifor exanple', ;the':change in the astrononical latitude onouhts,to 0.07 
• nicrbradians.per year, and/the change in the longitude is not nore than 

'!;;r:0-.l-wicrpradians:per,'year; '>„>.•<.-....-..•;,■ ■■., ,•■.,;.. • *., .r.;r •.:■,•.■ ■.-■..■■•■ ',i. v<>L: 
•v.   ><;-} The" following forces are, acting on the fl^iig apparatus: thrust, 
.i:drag,aaad" gravity. - The vector of the first two forces^,is, designated by 

.; F 'and the vector of the: force of gravity; by G. The cci^hents of 
<■ these forces;on the axes Of the rectangular coordinate systen XQ^QZO 
- ■■•are.' equal to Fw ;FV, F2! and G^, ,, Gy,  Gj, respectively. jtet. us, use , 

X, y, 'z and x', y'i, iZ* to designate the coordinates, and the velocities 
of the center >of mass -of, the flying apparatus in the, selected',inertial 

--coordinate'«ysten-XQyQZQ. n/!v (.:,/•. - :■.}.■:■■■■:■.y^-   ■.■:■■ ■■:.■■.!. w::'v\i''<•:...- 
■ Expressions for the conponents of the acceleration, of the cen- 

ter of ^nass of the flying apparatus can be obtained fron the equations 
• Of"notion.; r;-v- -■-,, >:  .•<: ,•;../.;■■.•■ ..■,. :..:,■".:■■- ■. ■:-■•,. ■ .'<-\.:\'  "■'■■■'■■■'■.   .. 

nx" = Fx -*• G*,    ny" = Fy ~ Gy,  , nz" » Fz -~ %      (1.1) 
where' ü is/the; nass Of the flying apparatus:    -  -   I 

■ If we oake use lof the expressions for the accelerations of the 
flying apparatus   '   . f -..;■' 

':^;r^^^K',-.: ;,v5 h :,;-;.HO =.£_. /;/.,.;;:;///; w) 
• 'arid introduce i;he' corresponding accelerations fron the gravitational 

force's'--"-'5-  ";''-'«-! ''.■■■'•  '-"<"". '...-\  '   .'X': ■   ■■: >    '•■•:.'...    :.,U     '. i; , /•' '  ';v>K:' •■■■ 
.co::;,Vf. , gx s ?x, ■   ■■■.., ^  Sifc-ir. • ,   ^'h,        :-■ ■■: ■:.,r.r:r,  (1-3) 

n n  . f ,->■. , i-jf.-;;j
n.-(; ■ •' ., i,; ;•--.■:.-■ 

then we find fron equation (l.l), 
axo = x" +  6*' *yo = y" + By»     azo = z + gz    <1-*' 
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■■",,'. ;,s Acceleröneters whose axes of sensitivity a<öiheide with the 
axes ^jyozO ,ri:U' ^e used *° measure the accelerations ©f (i.k").    If 
ration occurs only under the action of gravitational forces (f s 0), 
then the accelerations „of (l. k) vartisli and the äceeleroneters' will 
notvt?hbw ähythih^':,':_:;;:;"'r ',.:'; 'l1;-;"'^]      ;    '";': ■^■—■'v-v; ■■> >■■■-? ']■■< W-?*<?'^ 

" Ä hydroinertial system: ^öüid iiicI^e,''-;a'ti8täbilized:^i^iföfÄ/--' 
three aeceleroneters with mutually perpendicular axes- of seiiditivil^-, 
integrators;^^ 
of.eensl^iv^y of'the acceler'o^^ 
sy^tem^xyz which should be parallel -with; the Äertiaicöb^iüate sys- 
tem X$Q*Q-   Due to the drifting' of eac^ 
the xyz system of coordinates deviates frota the x^z^'system by the 

■^angles'-'alpnay'hel&j ^ 7° ">^ 
'u;: \ The integrators are 'necessary for integrating the accelerations 

•;and for obtaining thevelocity"'«bd
i;coordinates' of position.:: ; She'"emir 

;pute£/and the feedback syst^ produce signals to ca^peiisate'for ac- 
celerationav'froh gravitational forces". ■•'■ A- shortcoming of the hydrö- 
inertial system is the fact that it cannot independently eliainate 
the angles alpha, beta and gamma, external Information ii deeded to 
eliminate then. 

g. Equations of Motion of a Nonperturbed System, to order to 
derive the equations of notion of an inertial system it is necessary ; 

to make use of the relationship betweeh the components of the accel^ 
arations along the xQy0z0 and the xyz axes. the components of the 
accelerations ax, ay, az measured by the aeceleroneters are not 
equal to the components of acceleration' of the Öehter öf the mass of 
the flying apparatus a^, ByQ3  az0, HJie relationship between these 
components is given in the table of direction cosines: 

x .,.,-..'.;.: ._      .,seos..a|^ha cos ;beta',< ,"".,,/:'7^ """.'. "t~-""'" 
y^'sin..alpha 
«"/'sin'.alpha"cos gamma :-J- eosoaf&ha' sih:betasin gämoa  ;   ^a-rg'Sota sin 

x si.. sin beta ' ■"   ."-"' '■'■'-* 
\y... ;..'..■...,,,.,..,, ,:,.j...., ,,. ;cos beta cos gamma  , . r _,,  _   /'^/'"'"' 

%:[-'I''■'•■■:■',-■ :.,;"'■■■■ .'^"-'" -.!*isöÄi"be"fc&. sih^görjda1^';'.:"':. (';^' '^■_._; L'_„"^.'_..i.*:i';,'..' ',*:''. 
ZQ\    >■■:■    j,, ..;.;   ,~ ,.   ..-. ,  - .   ■• 

x■: •    ■•■..'- sin alpha 60s "beta *' " sff:,«r  vS'rl''   ..;;■:.■'::-' 
y/: cos alpha sin gamma Hf- sin alpha.sin beta sin alpha   ,. 
zl'4:Ss alpha cos gamma- sin alpha 'sin' "beta sin' gamma 

If we make use of the fact that under reäl-cönditiöns the angles 
'alpha, beta, and gamma are small, then the sines can be replaced by the 
angles themselves, the cosines can be assumed to be equal to unity >, and 
the'products■of the angles can be neglected fas quantities ;of the-second 
order of smallness. !Ehen the relation between the components,of ac- 

f.^.cjceleration'along the xyz and the XoyQZQatoesvwillbbe:-      ,.> 
' Qx s dxO +' tolta axr     

v " 
ay-stayQ -f* Delta ayj, 
az s a2o + 

Delta azr 
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where 
Delta,a^ * C^Q  Beta ~  az0x, Delta ayr - az0 — ax0 Beta,  Delta 
Gzr B ^xO* ;—, ayQ Ganua    ' _'V:       .-.. ;'-.■.':.,: :.' ,  v .(2r2) 

) r -•,. The errors Delta axg Delta ayg and Delta axg occur due to , 
drifting of the gyroscopes, as a "result of which the axes of sensi-., 
tivity of the acceleroneters do not coincide with the axes of the 
inertial coordinate systen. , : (.... .. .  .:,..-:.-H 

The output signals of /the,acceleEoneters, as nay be seen fron 
the: iStrug&ikfal diagran in Figure k,  pass through the integrators  - 
with:transfer nunbers k^, kjy, k^, 'k^,- fcgy/ ^2&  into.the conputef 
which computesi the compensating signals :gxc, gyC/ ,.gZc>'*° cpqpensate 
for accelerations from gravitational forces. ; ,   .. ,. 

The coordinates of position S^, Sy,> Sz and the velocities .of 
*rtho center of nass. S^', SyS Sz' v6f the flying apparatus are calculated 
-as a result of the operation ofthe inertial system.       ,, - ■.,.., 

.•..•.">;i From the structural diagran (Figure h) we obtain the following 
equations of .notion of each of the channels of the inertial systen; 

JfeS-S^J^ ^^o'J^'^K»"^  . : (2.3) 

fe-^':?t+yl¥+»o:s^' ....;:    '.'-.■ 

where xQ, y0, 'zQ and XQ*/ yo V ZQ* are the initial Values of the' co-' 
ordinates and the velocities of the flying apparatus. 

It can be seen fron the structural diaagran'(Figure k) that 
the signals fron the output of the first integrators are the compon- 
ents of the absolute velocities of flight, while the signals ar the 
output of the second integrators are the components of the distance 
travelled. 

Let us transform the equations of (2.3), for which purpose we 
shall select transfer numbers of the integrators fron the conditions' 
k^2x = VC2y "'  Vs* = x- We Shfl11 find  : 

Delta x" -Delta gx -f Delta a^ (2,k) 
Delta y" -Delta g„ -f Delta a^ 

v< 'Delta z" = Delta'gz -f- Delta azr ; .' ' 
;- where' '   <;-''     • ' •■   ■ •■'■"* : , • _. 

Delta x = Sx — x,   Delta y = Sy —: y,   Delta g = -*> z .  (2.5) 
the* errors of the inertial system,            ■ , - : > 
Delta gx = gjj -*-Sx*r: Delta gy.

s gy~ g^,.* Delta gz = gz -* fczr -(2.6) 



the errors yhich characterize inaccurate compensation of accelerations 
due. tö gräyitätionai forces. .'.''  >..'V ;-,7-7-- 

' If precise' condensation of accelerations fron gravitational < 
forces is acconplishedTin an ineftial systea (Delta g^. «•?Delta gy * 
D0.ita gz » Q) and there is no drifting of the gyroscopes (Delta aXg * 
Delta ayg» Delto azg.*-. 0), then it follows fron equations(2.^):tEat 
the' errors of the systen'will-be deternined by inaccuracy in sett 
the initial conditions. ■'"■''''"' "! ";" ' •■■•--.■ 
)    Since automatic coapensation.ofvaccelerations fron gravitational 
forces cannot be precise and/ in addition, tMre is drifting of the r 
gyroscopes ^different errors do toccurr/in an-"inertia! systen^ anß. an- 
alysis of which is given below. 

3. Errors in a Systen of Autonatie' Conpensation for ^Aceelera"* 
tions Due to Gravitational Forces. The errors in a systen of this 
type occur because the conpensation signals g■   , ac,  g c> generated 

,pa the conputer.are not equal to the conpohentis oPacceleration gx, 
Sy/ &»• These errors are fed into ah ihertial systen and, äft'erppass- 
ihg through a closed cycle, are again fed into the conputer. If the 
inertial systen is stable, the errors of autonatic conpensation Will 
be danped. In the opposite case they will grow, which' will give rise 
to an inaccurate determination of position. 

In order to generate the conpensation signals it is essential 
(to know the analytical expressions for the'cönponents of acceleration 
SXJ> gyj gz which are caused by gravil&tionai forces of celestial bodies 
acting on the flying apparatus, if m, %^  y^ z±  (i * 1. 2, 3, ..., n) 
the nasses and Coordinates of the centers of nasses of celestial bodies 
that are accelerating the flying apparatus} the conporiohts of the ac- 
celerations will be 

% -$ff-^h^.^E! *i-rp' ■■■■s s^° ^ -4    Ö.D 
where   . ,, •■;■.■• ■..- -■■  .•■:../; '\,..j - "O ••■ y'-".ixi:r.  - 

% = V"(x-Xi)
2 - (y-y^2 ■•-- (z-z^)2    '• i-      (3-2) 

and-f is the gravitational constant, which is equal to 6.67 x 10"" Cgs. 

The conputer should generate conpensation'signals Uxc*$yC->'-&&> 
in accordance with the fornuias' (3.1) and (3.2) in which it is neces-'* 
sary to substitute the neasured inertial coordinate systen Sx, S , S 
in place of the actual coordinates of the 'flying apparatus x, y, z. 
Consequently, the conputer should calculate the conpensatioh^signals 
in accordance with the fornulas i  ■i'"J.    (3.3Q 

Sxr " Siff V^ '  %r = Signa f^^-i >  Ezr = Signa ^« i 



R, = Vr(Sx - Hf 4-  (S,, - y^2 -f- (Sz - Zi)
2 (3-fc) 

Iia order to nahe the calculations it iß also necessary to  ' . 
know the nasses u. and the coordinates x^/.y^, z^  of the celestial ' 
bodies/ which can oe  obtained with great accuracy. 

If the differences Delta g^, Delta g^, Delta g_ are forced by 
"substituting the expressions (3.1; and .(3'-37 into (2.6) and they are 
"deconposed into aeries by the increnents Delta x, Delta y. Delta z ; 
theh- liraiting ourselves to the linear terns, we find 

<" n  fa,j.f  /x-x \2I       X"X. (: 
Delta gx- - Signa^l-3^ J j Delta x~3 -p- [(y-fc) 

Delta y -| (z*0 Delta z]& 

,'■ n  fiu (r   /y-y Ä2]' y-y, ..' ■ 

Delta x■-f.(z-z^) Delta z] 

Delta g z 

n  fti     '/6-z \3 J .'        z-z, 
s -~ Signa  i-ül-3'( ~ ?• ] Delta z - 3 -L.[(x-x,) 

Delta x 4* (y-y,) Delta y]U P 
Substituting (3»5) into (2.k)3  we obtain (3-6) 

"xr : (p2 -Kiljj2) Delta x -*A Delta y — B Delta z = Delt 

•*-■ A Delta x ^- (p2 -f- 1} 2) Delta y — C Delta z = Delta a. 

■j— B Delta x — ^Selta^-^-^p2- -)s ,hj2,2«).:Deltarz «Delta a, 

where ;      . 

0   nn  fn  f    (z-z )2 

1T 5 Signa  * [1-? ±_ 42   i=l iT^t    R2 

(3-7) 

,±-       t      ^ 
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A s 3 siffna-iL-   <      ^  -    A     ä   ^= 3 ■Signet -* -' ■■   -1   ■.■■•■-•-■*■■   , 
*i , .. "-'■■:- 1=1   ^  ■■ ■' '.''..-XL*  '^'..^'"V'"  '      ial       R« 

l ■ ■if 

r":j/   ". '.*■■■' "■ v. i "" " " • ■■'"" 
P"% ■■■,'..; 

Consequently; the errors in the Inertial systen Bhiah arise 
out of inaccurate autonhtic .cbribensaiibn of accelerations due to 
gravitational forces are deternined by a systen ofllinear differential 
equations with variable coefficients.., ' .. ' ..-,:.■ ö 

let us exaüiüe 'the behavior t>f "the systen' (3.6)/ under the con- 
dition that there is" no drifting of gyroscopes.' The behavior of the 
inertial systen in respect to the errors Delta x/ Delta y, Delta z 
is deternined by the^ type of solution of the equations (3.6).,"It is 
obvious that if the systen is stable/the autonatic conpensation er- 
rors will vanish. In case the systen is unstable/the errors will;..-,, 
grow. ;.     ... "■::: -: ; v: -—■-■■—\^ 

let us study the stability Of the Systen of autouatic conpen- 
sation for accelerations. FDr this purpose we shall exanine the 
Partial case, assuning that ..the coefficients-.of-)the jsysteh (3.6) 
change "slowly in conparison wii;h the tine required for processes to,. 
-take place in the autonat&c conpensation systen. dicing use of this 
assumption and .considering the cpöfficients of the systen (3.6) to 
be constants for the sake of simplicity, we can ,}udge its stability , 
on the basis of the properties, of-the characteristic deterainant 

:"; Delta 
-S.-l. 

■:...;':■ 

p2 -t-*^' ;.^A ft.:,-*-.B;'./ 

:..;%Aj£y-v% -±~c 

(3-9) 

:.■•'  B 2! B ,•-,".. V--&- '-:P: 'f--^fj \ .r« '.'.  -  j 

"•■■JJO  o>.;3f this deterainant is. expanded ..and set ejqual to zero, we, ,:.:.-'j. 
shall obtain the characteristic equation of the systen"(3.6) 

(3.10) 

; -;'-■■ 

~C2)p2 4 \^.^2 "*• A2i^2 — BV
2
 —C2^2 -* 2ABC * 0 

- T 



, )   It follows fron this equation that the systen of automatic 
condensation of accelerations due to gravitational forces is unstable, 
as equation (3-10 lacks terns with odd powers of the operator p =• d/dt. 

Lt us transform equation (3.10), for which we shall evaluate 
its coefficients by making use of fomulas (3-7) and (3-8). At the 
fcane tine, we shall assume for the sake of simplicity that the flying 
apparatus is in the gravitational field of one celestial body, for ex- 
ample, the sun. In case it is essential to take into account the 
gravitational forces of several celestial bodies, one may introduce 
the concept of an equivalent celestial body, for which g/R ■ Si§ma 

X      «la ' 

JftXj/Rj3. 
We have (3«H) 

where '•■■"' 

i-i'4^i8 
e    -TSx        +    6y Z 

^'Substituting (3.II) into (3.10) and making the transformations, 
we; obtain    ' . .. '      ' ' "'   '"  . ' ' ^       ',"'■•'".....'' 
'""'.   '■■ 'V        '■ o" ■    o\o      o ■ o,"'" '"' .'."."",'■, (3 • 12) 

iy:' '■■'■   '■'     ,."■'-  ;(p ■ 4-■'■ttfegcrr (P ~~ 2 Onega*) = 0 .'' 
where • '       -,: _ |.j '"' 

•       ■•.-.••..•• omega^ = g/ß 

<•"' •■'  It follows from this that the characteristic equation (3*12) 
has two double imaginary roots and two real roots, one of which is 
positive. Consequently, the general motion of the automatic compensa- 
tion system consists of three motions:- harmonic oscillatioiiS with a 
period of . j' y 

*]_ = 2 Pi / Omega = 2 Omega "V R/g;  oscillations with the 
sane period and an amplitude which grows proportionally with time; and 
finally, and aperiodic, exponentially growing motion with ä tine con- 
stant ' g '•■••  VM''„        •'■'■'' - V '      '   

T2 = 1/V2 Onega = T.,/2 V2 Pi . 
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v '-'- -' For a nore detailed examinationof -the character: of the notion 
of the systen, let us exaraine the flight^of a flying apparatus" in the 
gravitational field of •'thb sun in the direction of the y^ axis, In 
this case R s y, x -  z -  O^g* = gz

s"Q, Sy;'s ■'■'£■'ch& the equations  ■ 

(3.IS) 
(3.6) have the forn 

''rtJ';'-\' ' (p2 4 Onega2) Delta x-'Delta; a^ 

(p2 ^•■2-Cdega2)::Delta y'= Delta'!by^—-';' ';■;. 

'"/\;i:'"i':' ...  (P2 "K Ctaega2) Delta z = Delta a^^ 
; it follows fron this that in directions1perpendicular to the 

resultant vector of the ■ gravitational- force's,'■■■ the errors Delta ■ X and 
Delta a7 change harmonically with the amplitude, - which depends on the' 
initial conditions and the'pericd of oscillation mentionedabove. In 
the direction of the vector of the:.gravitational.forcos^ the error 
Delta y grows exponentially. 'If there is a comiection betweenfthe; 

channels/ as shown abovey a third riot ion appears with oscillations of 
increasing amplitude. : ; :;;    ;   \^\']'[ :"'.':'~!  :'"a'; '':*";■:;;, ;;'-;;""" ,:We note an'analogy between the 0 change in the 
errors of the7 inertiail systen of na^igatiohaM the ru3tlGh of a - 
satellited The period of change ih'the errors' (oscillatibn period) 
of the'inertial systen1 T:v'   r]'''y*:;'J,"-'■ :-:--■:■' r:■::■:■?::■:,;\-r-\ 

;.;■•■ '■--       ä   T » 2 Pi Y|7g is equal to the periötdöf. a 
satellite flying in a circular orbit with radius R around-a celestial 
body with ^e-'-'-first/cosnie velocity';'': ;;';'"

;/'\' ;' '.' ":':'v!j" 

.-':.''•■•:• '--'--■'Y'
:V

= R Onega-*VgR       Hi'--:-i-'-   ■■;-:-:>-^-v- -(3-1^) 
-"     ,   '■■•■ ■"•. ..-.-,  ■■■.•'•-      ■- 71 r '■■.•- r ■■ ■ ■ ■• ■■    - -     .■:•■'] •-  •■;."    c.-. .■= ■■••■''' i-.'i 

When navigating at the surface of the earth the period of 
change in-'the errors Delta xahd Delta z is equal to T^ = 8k.k ninutes 
and;,is called' the "Schuier periods '■■'  ^-"/v,     v. v> :;:•/:;■; ;.; \ - .^v,. 

■■(    The error in the automatic ebnpensation of accelerations duo : 
tb'^'gravitational forces Delta y: in' the direction of the1 resultant vec- 
tor ■ of the gravitational1 forces" changes exponentially with the constant 
of tine     •>  t j 

.-:-i?T--.     /T"-^"yR/g> which is l/2 T2 Pi 'V-of the period of the in- 
ertia!' sylten. ^Wheh the' initial -Conditions are nonzero/ the error .-/v 
grows'Continually;which characterizes:the instability"Of the autonatic 
coicipenshtibh sjr'sten. -Consequently, switching on the -aütönatic compen- 
sation chaiihel' of ^^      systen in.Which the axis of the accelero- 
neter c'oihcides! with 'the direction of the vector of the gravitational 
forces makes the systen absolutely-unstable. '-/■■.;' i.  : i^'v ; ; 'r.■::.; 

<-< [    The analogy between the inertial systen and the notion of a 
satellite can be continued. We note in particular that the character 
of the change in the error Delta y corresponds with the change in the 
radius vector R of a satellite which is novixag away fron a celestial 
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body (for example, fron the earth) with the second cosmic velocity 

•«/*.     •    i  ■   ■:■■  (3.15) 
V2 = Y2 Onega R " Y2gR 
Indeed, only when the flying apparatus (satellite) is moving 

at the second cosmic velocity does it overcone the attraction of the 
celestial body and nove away fron it freely. In the inertial system, 
the signal in the automatic compensation channel which neasures the 
coordinate Delta y fully compensates for the acceleration of gravity; 
therefore the inertial systen is operating under conditions analogous 
to the physical absence of gravitational force. 

The analogy between the notions of an inertial systen and a 
satellite can be used for simulating the notion of a satellite. 

In order to evaluate the effect of the initial error Delta YQ 

and the altitude of flight above the earth on the nagnitude of the 
error of the inertial systen Delta y, determined by neans of the 
second equation of (3.13) with a zero right-hand side, the correspond- 
ing graphs of Delta y/Delta yQ = f(t) are presented in Figure 5« Ihe 
curves 1, 2, and 3 correspond to flight altitudes of 0, 1,000, and 
2,000 kilometers, She error accumulates more slowly with increased 
altitude, since the effect of gravitational forces decreases. 

Bae properties of an inertial systen which were studied here . 
correspond not only to the special case of flight along a straight X 
line, but also to arbitrary flight if the axis of sensitivity of one 
of the accelerqneters.is held in the direction of the vector of the 
gravitational forces. Under terrestrial conditions, this neans di- 
recting the axis of sensitivity of one of the acceleroneters along the 
vertical direction and the axes of sensitivity of the other two ac- 
celeroneters in the horizontal plane. She errors in the channel which 
neasures the altitude of flight will grow exponentially with zero in- 
itial conditions, while the errors in the channels which measure the 
coordinates of position will grow haruonically with the M. Schüler 
period. 

When a flying apparatus noves along an arbitrary path, all the 
channels of a systen of automatic compensation for accelerations due 
to gravitational forces are unstable, as shown by equations (3*6). 
When the initial conditions are nonzero, the errors in all three chan- 
nels have terns which grow with tine in addition to the oscillatory 
terns. 

The instability of inertial systems with automatic compensation 
for accelerations due to gravitational forces cannot constitute a 
criterion Of their inapplicability. Errors will not exist under zero 
initial conditions, and in case initial errors do exist, their growth 
is slow. In this case, the time of growth is comparable with the 
period of the systen. Moreover, the systen can be made stable by in- 
troducing additional links or by feeding additional external informa- 
tion into the systen [2], for example, from astronomical navigation 
■systems. -    ' .'■::-,.'. . :. ..••. 
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I \y-  "" One can'1 formulate ^the- following theorems on the basis .of what 
has been set forth here. '   .   '   - 

Theoren 1. Automatic compensation for accelerations due to.: 

gravitational forces in all three channels of an inertial Systen will 
lead to the characteristic equations _ .. 

•.'V '; 1/ '"''■■-'>   :(p2 ^V Oaega2)2(p2■<*•...2 Onega2).* 0    =:. ...   7 
for the errors in each of the channels.' -■ 

Theoren 2. The period of oscillation of the errors of an vin- 
ertial systen is equal to the period of a satellite moving'in a circu- 

c lar- orbit with radius R around a.celestial body at the first cosmic 
■-•velocity V, -r^^SE"-;-. ..:. 

J..--r-., ,-.,-.•",-•, ■• ":\.l  '".'.',■,"".' ''f-Vt. '*■ 
J~V-\  s —-Theorem 3.;:The constant of the time of growth of the errors 

of an inertial system is.equal to.the constant öf; the tine'of notion 
of a satellite which is noving away ^^'a'^lpe^-^^.y1^^'^: 
second "cosmic:;velocity..;.; :. ->. :■ ■> «,<;; ,v ,..--.-.•■■,■- ■<..:,>: ',.>.'■ 

;■:.■:■..■/■. •.i.;,^-^;.'rf. ,;-'v''';.--, ;. : ;. V~ «? V 2gR- ,,, , ...\..*, ' , r:7;?/\ J^. f ^ t„, v;,,.':. 
■•*=■■ ■ -fr:.A uethod of ''freezing" the coefficients is used iirstudying the 

equations^ '(3.6) and as a. result;we obtain a, system with constant coef- 
ficients. Shis assumption can be considered ädnissable forsnail■in- 

•"•tervals of *ii-Js-florjparable with the period of the dscitations of-an 
i- -inertial systen and the conclusions gl^..ö.bov«;^..^tiriea. For 
!■:■ large -intervals ?of, time -it is essential to ...examine •equations with 
-variable coefficients. ,-'m this' case the. quantities Tx and T2 become 
variables,,.'thus 'the period of oscillations and ;the constant of tine 
lose their ;usual sensev; ■■.•■■'.'-. M.'";-,"".''.A^,.... :3' ,.'"...;, ...■".. 
;,; , ,Uv *-Instrumental Errors,- IiistrÄiental errors in an inertial 
system consist in drifting of the" gyroplätförm relative to-the iner- 
tial coordinate-system, .errors in the äccelerpnetefs, the integrators, 
the computer, etcetera. , drifting of the gyröplatf 6m consists of 
errors :of, two types t'; <the errors^linked with rotation of the xyz 
coordinate system relative* ,to: the inertial ^y^o coordinate system 
and the'errors generated ina closed compensation systen.,  : 

An idea of- the effect of'instrumental errors on the accuracy 
:-■-■■iöf.-,;; .-an inertial:- system';cah ^öbtoMa&^fvqa the":following' cpnsidera- 
"^'tiOnS'i^'^'.'-J'jA N;V '■:-:*.: t; .•;;;::;;:; -•». V; ;•-■ s ;;.;■. ••■« '"; .',  •. ,,..- ..■'■.,,'..:.;.,:,,' .! M^v'.. 

■:.::- i: \ -For Delta .^a,--.> ''>■  Delte: h*l>: •■"••••» V*±ta hx2>   * *' ^Mch C're 
-0"the'"errors of ■ the'accelerometer, the first and second- integrators 

respectively, equation %3)yi&<*i determines-the: calculate.!coordinates 
acquires the form ' "<,- [^  V/^KJ ../'^V.;  (k.l) 

,i'; 'I(x" +:'1fel&''Tg''y. Delta axr-if Delta ^.jJ-l- Ülta b^-f x0' j 

l^2x -t  Delta bx2 -f xQ = Sx 
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Continuation of (^.l) 
K 1 

:[(y" 4 Delta Sy 4 Delta a^ 4 Delta a^).-& ■+ Delta byl -f yQ'j 

fp'.-x  Delta b '. -f'yft 
S"SW   '. ,'. ■■-;■• 

~p—   '       y2' :'";'' v, 

r } kiz 1 
(z" 4 Delta g_ -f Delta azr -f Delta aZG) — ■■* Delta bal -f z^ J 

k- ■■■■. ■ ,....■    . /;;.;".  ■ "       ' * •-..'•'•' ;J 

^ . 4 Delta bz2 rh z0 = Sz '  , " . 

It follows frou this that instruneutal errors in the elements 
of an inertial systen have a direct effect on the accuracy with which 
the coordinates of position are detemined. Instruiaental errors will 
reach large magnitudes when an inertial systen' is operated over pro- 
tracted periods of tine. 

The principal uethcds for reducing instrumental errors are 
essentially reducing the errors of the elenents of the inertial systen 
and correcting the systen by' introducing external navigational infor- 
mation.'. In the latter case the corrections can be made discretely, 
not continually. !     ''■ 'J',"-"-   . . 

In concluding, we note that an inertial systen With three chan- 
nels of autonatic conpensationffor accelerations due to gravitational 
forces is unstable when a flying apparatus is noving arbitrarily and 
that the errors in this systen will grow when the initial conditions 
are nonzero, In order to elininate the errors it is necessary to c~. 
correct the systeu continuously or discretely by feeding external 
navigational information into it. In this case the inertial systen 
fulfills the role of a nenory device in addition to its basic role. 

"':.'■:.'. The analogy.between the changes in the errors of an inertial 
systen with three autonatic compensation channels and the notion of 

. a satellite can be used in sinulating the notion of a satellite. 
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